
SS144 STARSTRIDER 
TREADMILL

EASY FOLDABLE WITH SOFT DROP

SIMPLE EASY TO USE CONSOLE EASY ACCESS TOGGLE KEYS QUICK ACCESS INTERVAL TRAINING KEYS

Can’t get out for your evening walk or jog?   
Then this is the ideal model to maintain your overall fitness 

and well being.

Don’t let the rain or ..... be the reason for you not to keep up with 
your daily exercise. This Sturdy 1.25hp Entry Level Treadmill will 
keep you on track with your training schedule. 

COMPACT & LIGHTWEIGHT:
This treadmill will not only fit a tight budget but is compact and 
lightweight making it suitable for a small room or office space as 
well as lightweight for those who do not need the added stress of 
moving a bulky and heavy equipment.

EASY FOLDABLE WITH SOFT DROP LOWERING SYSTEM:
Protect your back with the easy foldable soft drop lowering system. 
The running deck is light enough to lift up and fold away without 
straining your back.

EASY ACCESS INTERVAL TRAINING KEYS
Clearly visible speed, distance, time and calorie readouts will keep 
you ontrack with your overall fitness. For those times that you have a 
spurt of energy utilize the 4 Quick walk, jog and run interval training 
keys.

EASY ACCESS TOGGLE KEYS
Just need to slow down or speed up? Built in speed toggle keys in  
the handlebar makes this a safe and easy transition.

CONSOLE DISPLAY FEATURES

DISTANCE ✔ SPEED ✔ TIME ✔ ELEVATION

CALORIES ✔ PULSE ✔ BODY FAT 1 MANUAL 
PROGRAMS  1

PRESET  
PROGRAMS 12 MANUAL 

PROGRAMS  1  

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Usage Domestic

Motor size 1.25hp Continuous Duty DC

Speed Range 0.8 - 12km/hr

Incline Levels 3 x Manual incline levels

Running Surface 40cm x 120cm running mat

Console Type LCD Backlit Display 

Interval Training 4 “Hot keys”

Hand Pulse Hand pulse connectivity

Portability 2 Wheel system  (allowing easy manoeuvrability)

Other Features
Soft Drop lowering with Safety Lock System (foldable);
Drink / Utility holder;  
Emergency Stop switch & tether

Dimensions (cm) 172L x 83W x 131H

Max. User Weight 100kg

Warranty 1 year motor warranty


